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sential structural features of functional significance areChromosomal DNA Replication
conserved (Doublie et al., 1999; Steitz and Yin, 2004).on a Protein “Chip” Replication of chromosomal DNA, however, involves
more than just adding the correct base to a primer
strand. Besides a DNA polymerase, an advancing repli-
cation fork in bacteria, eukaryotes, and archaea also
contains a DNA helicase assembly, which travels aheadThe structure of the DNA polymerase from bacterio-
of the polymerase and unwinds DNA. Unwound DNA isphage φ29 (Kamtekar et al., 2004), which uses a pro-
protected from the catastrophic consequences of deg-tein instead of RNA as a primer and is also highly
radation by its interaction with the single-stranded bind-processive, illuminates the elaborations upon the con-
ing protein (SSB). The machinery at the replication forkserved polymerase module that confer these prop-
synthesizes both strands of DNA simultaneously: theerties.
leading continuously and the lagging strand discontinu-
ously. On the lagging strand, synthesis from each Oka-
Rapid and faithful replication of chromosomal DNA is zaki fragment proceeds from an RNA primer prepared
executed by large multiprotein complexes called chro- by DNA primase. (No DNA polymerase can initiate syn-
mosomal replicases (Kelman and O’Donnell, 1995; Waga thesis de novo, but rather must add bases to an existing
and Stillman, 1998; Grabowski and Kelman, 2003). In primer with a terminal 3OH.) High-speed operation of
bacteria, eukaryotes, and archaea, these machines op- chromosomal replicases critically depends on processi-
erate at replication forks to synthesize both strands of vity factors (or sliding clamps), which are ring-shaped
duplex DNA simultaneously. The core of these fantastic proteins that encircle DNA and are also in contact with
machines is DNA polymerase, which is equipped to carry DNA polymerase. By virtue of its association with the
out the chemistry of template-based synthesis of DNA sliding clamp, the polymerase becomes topologically
accurately. First described nearly twenty years ago, the linked to the DNA template and achieves high processi-
architecture of DNA polymerase resembles that of a vity. Processive DNA polymerases can synthesize many
human right hand with subdomains designated “palm,” kilobases of DNA without dissociation; by contrast, dis-
“fingers,” and “thumb” (Ollis et al., 1985; Steitz, 1999). tributive DNA polymerases manage to produce only 2–3
Many DNA polymerases also carry proofreading 3-5 turns of DNA before dissociating from the template. The
exonuclease activities that contribute to the fidelity of crucial operation of ring-shaped processivity factors is
the reaction; this activity is located on domains distinct managed by the clamp-loader, which use the energy of
from the polymerase domain or on other subunits. Bio- ATP binding and hydrolysis to load clamps onto DNA.
chemical and structural analyses have firmly established Though attachment to a sliding clamp is a dominant
that a set of conserved carboxylate groups in the palm mode of forming a processive DNA polymerase, some
subdomain of just about every DNA polymerase medi- replication systems have reached this solution in distinct
ates the chemistry associated with adding a base to the ways. Dissection of chromosomal replicases began with
primer DNA strand in a template dependent manner. genetics and biochemistry, but structuralbiology has been
The chemistry of nucleotide polymerization is executed making steady progress to produce atomic descriptions
with the assistance of two metal ions. The fingers subdo- of these amazing molecular machines.
main interacts with the incoming base and the template While the complexity of chromosomal replicases
base to which it is paired. A characteristic conforma- should be awe-inspiring, equally fascinating is a version
tional change in the fingers domain has now been ob- that can execute most of its functions using only a single
served in several structures of DNA polymerases when small (67kDa) polypeptide, with a small measure of
correct pairing between incoming deoxynucleotide tri- assistance from a second protein. Like the integration of
phosphates (dTNP) and the template has been sensed. electronic components achieved on modern computer
The thumb subdomain forms contacts to the product silicon chips, the DNA polymerase from bacteriophage
duplex. It also participates in shuttling substrate from φ29 brings together many operations into one polypep-
the polymerase active site to the proofreading exo- tide chain that require several protein subunits in much
nuclease active site for editing. While the structures of larger replicases. The molecular mechanisms employed
DNA polymerases, especially those from different se- by bacteriophage φ29 to replicate its genome have for
a long time provided a contrast to observations madequence families, display some divergence in detail, es-
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Figure 1. A Comparison of the Structures of the DNA Polymerases from Bacteriophage RB69 and φ29
The unique structural elements of theφ29 enzyme are colored in yellow (TPR1) and cyan (TPR2) and the thumb subdomains of both structures
are colored in green. Primer-template from the RB69 polymerase (PDB code  1IG9) has been modeled into the φ29 structure. The primer
strand is colored in blue and the template in red. For clarity, the fingers, palm and exonuclease regions are colored in gray.
in other replication systems. Salas and coworkers have served amongst this family. So, what is different about
this polymerase and how might these differences ex-shown that replication of the phage genome is carried
out by a virally encoded DNA polymerase (Blanco and plain the observed properties of this enzyme? The two
sequence elements (TPR1 and TPR2), unique to DNASalas, 1996). Replication requires neither a primase (to
make RNA primers for use by the DNA polymerase), nor polymerase that uses proteins as primers, when now
viewed in three-dimensions, produce striking structurala helicase (to unwind DNA ahead of the polymerase),
nor a sliding processivity factor (to enable synthesis of consequences in comparison to related enzymes (Fig-
ure 1). The TPR1 insertion is of substantial length (98many kilobases DNA without dissociation). What does
this unusual DNA polymerase need to replicate the ge- residues) and is folded into a compact structure at the
outer edge of the palm subdomain. This substructurenome? The usual requirement by a DNA polymerase of
a primer is bypassed through use of a phage protein. also contains a long loop that rises above the cleft that
would house newly synthesized duplex DNA. The sec-The 3OH ordinarily required by DNA polymerase is pro-
vided by a serine residue (232) derived from a phage- ond insertion (TPR2), folds into a pair of antiparallel beta
strands, which rise high above the downstream side ofencoded protein called the terminal protein (TP) (Blanco
and Salas, 1996). Also, the polymerase domain contains the palm and reaches out to touch the thumb subdomain
(Figure 1).two amino acid sequence insertions, designated termi-
nal protein region 1 and 2 (TPR1 and TPR2), which are How might the observed elaborations to the polymer-
ase domain explain the properties of robust strand-dis-only found in DNA polymerases that use proteins, rather
than RNA, as primers (Dufour et al., 2003). The structure placement and high processivity that are displayed by
φ29 DNA polymerase alone? Modeling studies withof this “mini” replicase has now been described by Kam-
tekar, Berman, Salas, and Steitz and it suggests testable primer-template DNA borrowed from a related B-type
family polymerase suggest that the TPR2 structural ele-hypotheses for how this replicase might make use of
its unique structural elements to recapitulate functions ment along with residues from the palm subdomain and
the exonuclease domain form an entrance tunnel forperformed by its wealthier cousins, but without em-
ploying the services of other protein subunits (Kamtekar the input downstream DNA, which is to be replicated.
Intriguingly, this opening is only large enough to admitet al., 2004).
The structure of theφ29 DNA polymerase shows that one strand of DNA (the template strand?). Might this
structural feature explain how φ29 DNA polymerase isit resembles that of other B-family polymerases (DNA-
dependent DNA polymerases can be classified into at able to unwind DNA so efficiently without assistance
from a DNA helicase? It is also noteworthy to mentionleast six families designated A, B, C, D, X, and Y). Like
other B-family members, the φ29 enzyme has domains that the TPR2 structural module displays an unexpected
similarity to a substructure found in T7 RNA polymerasethat harbor polymerase and 3-5 proofreading exo-
nuclease activities and their relative orientation is con- (specificity loop). In T7 RNA polymerase, the specificity
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during the initiation phase of the transcriptional cycle Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology
and also forms a part of the exit tunnel for nascent RNA Harvard University
during the elongation phase (Steitz, 2004). 7 Divinity Avenue
A second structural feature distinguishes the φ29 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
enzyme and may contribute to its remarkably high pro-
cessivity. Components from the TPR1 and TPR2 ele- Selected Reading
ments, the palm and thumb subdomains and the exo-
nuclease domain produce a second, larger enclosure Blanco, L., and Salas, M. (1996). J. Biol. Chem. 271, 8509–8512.
(Figure 1). Modeling suggests that this substructure Doublie, S., Sawaya, M.R., and Ellenberger, T. (1999). Struct. Fold.
would form a volume that is sufficiently large to accom- Des. 7, R31–R35.
modate duplex DNA. The manner in which the product Dufour, E., Rodriguez, I., Lazaro, J.M., de Vega, M., and Salas, M.
duplex is encircled by this φ29 element is reminiscent (2003). J. Mol. Biol. 331, 781–794.
of how ring-shaped processivity factors, common to Grabowski, B., and Kelman, Z. (2003). Annu. Rev. Microbiol. 57,
replicases in bacteria, eukaryotes, archaea, and bacte- 487–516.
riophage T4, surround duplex DNA. Indeed, even its
Kamtekar, S., Berman, A., Wang, J., Lazaro, J.M., Vega, M., Blanco,
location is similar to that seen in models of polymerase- J., Salas, M., and Steitz, T.A. (2004). Mol. Cell 16, 609–618.
sliding clamp models, which were built from experimen-
Kelman, Z., and O’Donnell, M. (1995). Annu. Rev. Biochem. 64,
tally determined structures of the interacting compo- 171–200.
nents (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999). Taken together, the
Ollis, D.L., Brick, P., Hamlin, R., Xuong, N.G., and Steitz, T.A. (1985).structure of φ29 DNA polymerase provides a structural
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foundation for understanding its special properties and
Shamoo, Y., and Steitz, T.A. (1999). Cell 99, 155–166.should spur efforts to obtain the precise details of DNA
Steitz, T.A. (1999). J. Biol. Chem. 274, 17395–17398.synthesis that utilizes a protein as a primer.
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